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ABSTRACT Rapid technological developments in the last decade have contributed to usingmachine learning
(ML) in various economic sectors. Financial institutions have embraced technology and have applied ML
algorithms in trading, portfolio management, and investment advising. Large-scale automation capabilities
and cost savings make the ML algorithms attractive for personal and corporate finance applications. Using
ML applications in finance raises ethical issues that need to be carefully examined. We engage a group of
experts in finance and ethics to evaluate the relationship between ethical principles of finance and ML. The
paper compares the experts’ findings with the results obtained using natural language processing (NLP)
transformer models, given their ability to capture the semantic text similarity. The results reveal that the
finance principles of integrity and fairness have the most significant relationships with ML ethics. The study
includes a use case with SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) and Microsoft Responsible AI Widgets
explainability tools for error analysis and visualization of ML models. It analyzes credit card approval data
and demonstrates that the explainability tools can address ethical issues in fintech, and improve transparency,
thereby increasing the overall trustworthiness of ML models. The results show that both humans and
machines could err in approving credit card requests despite using their best judgment based on the available
information. Hence, human-machine collaboration could contribute to improved decision-making in finance.
We propose a conceptual framework for addressing ethical challenges in fintech such as bias, discrimination,
differential pricing, conflict of interest, and data protection.

18 INDEX TERMS Ethics, machine learning, explainability, finance, fintech, financial services.

I. INTRODUCTION19

Machine learning (ML) systems have been implemented20

by financial institutions across various financial services.21

ML algorithms are applied to personal finance (through chat-22

bots powered with natural language processing or person-23

alized insights for wealth management), consumer finance24

(with the ability to prevent fraud in online payments), and25

corporate finance (by predicting, assessing, and reducing26

loan risks, improving loan underwriting, and prevention of27

money laundering) with aggregate potential for cost savings28

for financial institutions estimated at $447 billion by 2023 [1].29

In particular, as one of the drivers for innovation in fintech,30

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Yeliz Karaca .

machine learning has been used in applications ranging from 31

assessing individual credit risk [2] and defining criteria for 32

lending [3] to designing credit scoring models [4] and opti- 33

mizing asset management [5], [6] as well as predicting suc- 34

cess of fintech projects using crowdfunding [7]. Empowered 35

by machine learning, the fintech field holds promises for 36

financial inclusion [8], [9]. 37

Executives from 151 financial institutions from more than 38

30 countries identified AI as an essential business driver 39

across the financial industry, as revealed in a comprehensive 40

global survey on AI in financial services conducted jointly 41

by theWorld Economic Forum and the Cambridge Centre for 42

Alternative Finance (CCAF) at the University of Cambridge 43

Judge Business School, supported by Ernst & Young (EY) 44

and Invesco [10], [11]. According to the survey, 52% of the 45
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respondents are currently implementing AI-enabled products46

and processes, with 77% expecting that AI will become47

essential to their business within two years. Similarly, accord-48

ing to a survey by Deloitte Insights, 70% of all financial49

services firms are using machine learning to predict cash flow50

events, fine-tune credit scores, and detect fraud [12].51

Moreover, major international corporations even develop52

their own codes of ethics for AI, which set guidelines for53

the development of safe, robust, and explainable AI products54

that combine innovation with social responsibility [13], [14].55

Similarly, professional organizations in the field of computer56

science require their members to take extraordinary care57

‘‘to identify and mitigate potential risks in machine learning58

systems’’ [15].59

While machine learning will undoubtedly have an impact60

on financial institutions, they are also expected to face a61

range of challenges. For example, more than 80% of the62

respondents in the World Economic Forum survey see data63

quality and access to data, as well as access to suitable talent,64

as major obstacles to implementing AI, whereas another65

set of problems is related to exacerbation of bias and reg-66

ulatory uncertainty and complexity [11], [16]. Insufficient67

infrastructure to accommodate new AI technologies and68

inadequate data quality to test and validate AI outcomes,69

as well as lack of appropriately skilled staff, are identified70

as the main barriers of wider AI adoption according to71

Deloitte’s Digital Banking Maturity 2020 global benchmark-72

ing study performed across 318 banks in 39 countries on73

5 continents [17], [18].74

While promising, machine learning in fintech comes with75

a set of ethical issues that need to be considered. These76

ethical aspects have not been analyzed as thoroughly as in77

the context of machine learning applications in fields such as78

healthcare, where the ethical challenges of ML have already79

been addressed [19], [20], [21], [22]. In particular, a compre-80

hensive framework has been created in [23] for identifying81

ethical issues in machine learning healthcare applications82

throughout all stages of product development from concep-83

tion to implementation, including supporting processes such84

as evaluation and oversight.85

While there are ethical guidelines established for the tra-86

ditional financial services industry [24], including codes of87

ethics for professional associations [25], these have not been88

sufficiently evaluated in the context of machine learning89

applications for fintech. In this paper, we aim to take the main90

ethical principles defined in traditional finance as a basis for91

our study and analyze how the principles are compromised in92

the field of ML applications in fintech. We propose solutions93

to these problems using readily available error analysis and94

visualization tools for explainability, assessment, and diag-95

nosis of ML models. We show how this approach can solve a96

number of ethical issues of ML applications in fintech. This97

paper intends to provide a multidisciplinary framework for98

using ML in finance that is not only restricted to computer99

scientists, but also targets financial institutions, fintech com-100

panies, regulatory bodies and decision makers.101

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 102

systematizes a set of ethical principles relevant to finance, 103

namely integrity, objectivity, competence, fairness, confiden- 104

tiality, and diligence, and discusses their fundamental impor- 105

tance to the financial services industry. Section III presents 106

the principles and goals of explainable machine learning. 107

Following the discussion in Sections II and III, we proceed 108

by mapping the relationship between finance and ML ethics 109

in Section IV. We conduct an experiment with a group of 110

experts in finance and ethics to manually annotate the map- 111

ping between the principles of finance and ML ethics. The 112

results are compared with mappings performed using NLP 113

transformers, which show an overlap with the expert anno- 114

tations. The explanation of NLP methods is comprehensive 115

to be accessible to the wider audience. The results show that 116

integrity and fairness exhibit the strongest relationships with 117

ML ethics. Section V focuses on the ethical problems of 118

machine learning in fintech. We treat topics such as biased 119

data, accuracy, transparency, discrimination, differential pric- 120

ing, manipulated recommendations, conflict of interest, vio- 121

lations of code of conduct, insider trading, data protection, 122

and lack of skilled staff and discuss their potential con- 123

sequences. Section VI explains the state-of-the-art (SOTA) 124

tools that are used for explainable ML. Section VII focuses 125

on a use case scenario where an ML model is used for credit 126

card approval. We show not only how the proposed tools can 127

help understand the ML decision in a finance context but 128

also that both humans and machines could make mistakes in 129

approving credit card requests, thereby emphasizing the need 130

for a human-machine collaborating to improve the decision- 131

making process. In Section VIII, we propose a conceptual 132

framework for addressing ethical challenges in fintech such 133

as bias, discrimination, differential pricing, conflict of inter- 134

est, and data protection. Section IX concludes the paper. 135

II. ETHICAL PRINCIPLES IN FINANCE 136

In this section, we review the traditional core principles of 137

ethics in finance. Based on analysis of 11 financial services 138

professional associations, the study in [26] has distilled seven 139

basic principles found in their codes of conduct: integrity, 140

objectivity, competence, fairness, confidentiality, profession- 141

alism and diligence as described in Table 1. 142

A. INTEGRITY AND OBJECTIVITY 143

Acting with integrity is one of the main principles that under- 144

pins codes of ethics in finance. Ethics is tied to moral self- 145

governance, autonomy, trustworthiness and honesty. Integrity 146

means to set consistent thinking and conduct, to have good 147

conscience and to adhere to acting responsibly. 148

As defined in [26], objectivity is ground on the subor- 149

dination of the interests of the financial professionals to 150

the needs and interests of the clients. Two elements that 151

represent threats to objectivity are perpetual bias and con- 152

flict of interest. Bias reduces the ability to have accurate 153

perceptions about the surrounding world and leads to faulty 154

beliefs. Conflict of interest appears in situations governed by 155
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TABLE 1. A list of ethical principles in finance and their definitions.

compensations when professionals advance their personal or156

institutional gains contrary to the position of trust and related157

duties that clients expect from professionals. Both factors158

adversely affect the objectivity, integrity and public trust in159

the financial industry.160

B. COMPETENCE AND FAIRNESS161

Professionals are obligated to maintain their competence162

through continued education and experience with the goal to163

prudently service clients and protect their interests. Financial164

products are becoming increasingly complex and clients face165

a challenge of assessing the expertise of professionals and166

whether they are acting in clients’ best interest. The inherent167

information asymmetry may lead to conflict of interest such168

that professionals exploit their expertise to gain advantage169

at the expense of clients. Another issue may occur if pro-170

fessionals attempt to handle activities beyond their scope171

of expertise, which may contribute to conflict of interest in172

monetary compensation. Professionals have the obligation to173

give advice within the domain of their expertise and defer174

other services to outside experts.175

The principle of fairness is an integral part of the codes of176

ethics in the financial industry. Fairness is broadly defined177

through three concepts: treating customers equitably, offer-178

ing financial advice that professionals would be comfort-179

able applying to their own portfolios (Golden Rule), and180

allocating fair returns to everyone [26]. With regards to181

the concept of equality, any disparate treatment requires182

an explanation and justification to the affected parties. The183

Golden Rule assists professionals with clarifying their actions184

based on the best understanding of their own interests.185

The third concept is related to the obligation to prop-186

erly balance the interests of all parties affected by certain187

decisions.188

C. CONFIDENTIALITY 189

Confidentiality is the obligation to hold client information 190

in confidence. When seeking financial advice, clients may 191

share sensitive information about their finances and finan- 192

cial goals such as family dynamics. Financial services pro- 193

fessionals should not divulge personal information due to 194

the relationship of trust. There are four reasons that show 195

the need for confidentiality: personal autonomy, respect for 196

relationship obligations, client vulnerability, and serving the 197

common good [27]. Personal autonomy acknowledges that 198

clients have jurisdiction over their own personal information, 199

and it is important that professionals respect the obligations 200

arising from trust relationships. Trust and intimacy are built 201

through sharing of personal information. Confidentiality is 202

needed as clients become vulnerable by sharing personal 203

information. Professionals are obliged to act in the best 204

interests of their clients. Finally, as noted in [27], a system 205

that respects confidentiality works for the public interest 206

as well. 207

D. PROFESSIONALISM AND DILIGENCE 208

The principle of professionalism has three requirements: 209

treatment based on respect and consideration, duty of pro- 210

fessionals to maintain their reputation, and improving the 211

quality of service provided to the public [26]. Regarding the 212

first requirement, professionals should not treat clients as 213

mere means to achieve their own goals as such treatment 214

hampers clients’ autonomy. Treating clients with courtesy 215

and respect is the basis for protecting the interests of clients 216

and also for establishing trust. The second requirement is 217

needed because the success of the financial services industry 218

is grounded in the public trust. Without trust, it is much more 219

difficult to establish confidence between professionals and 220

clients. Finally, assisting clients with making better financial 221
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decisions contributes not only to their financial security but222

also to the societal wellbeing. The reputation of the financial223

industry improves when its practitioners work toward the224

common goal rather than focusing on personal success.225

The ethical principle of diligence can be interpreted in226

three ways [26]. Firstly, through providing services promptly227

and thoroughly to meet clients’ expectations. Failure to do so228

undermines the trust between the client and the professional.229

Secondly, professionals are required to render services with230

due care which means to act with attention to detail and per-231

sistent focus throughout the process of working with a client.232

For financial services professionals, this means to carefully233

examine the needs of each individual client and give financial234

advice tailored to the circumstances of that client. Lastly,235

due diligence extends the obligation for thorough review of236

support staff.237

With the development and increased application of ML in238

finance, there is a need to establish a correspondence between239

the traditional finance and novel approaches to ML ethics,240

which are described in detail in the next section.241

III. PRINCIPLES AND GOALS OF RESPONSIBLE242

MACHINE LEARNING243

With the rapid technological advancements and increased244

usage of machine learning, there is a necessity for creating245

standards for ML ethics. One of the prominent organizations246

that has developed such standards is the Organisation for247

Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).1248

The OECD has made a strong contribution in defining249

public policy for AI. In 2019, the OECD adopted a set of250

principles on artificial intelligence to promote AI that is251

innovative, trustworthy and respects human rights as well252

as democratic values [30]. The principles were adopted by253

OECD member countries by approving the OECD Council254

Recommendation on Artificial Intelligence [31]. The OECD255

AI Principles is the first such intergovernmental standard on256

AI. Non-member countries beyond OECD have also adhered257

to the principles. While the OECD Recommendations are258

not legally binding, they are highly influential as they set259

international standards to help governments design national260

legislation.261

The OECD Recommendation includes two substantive262

sections. The first defines five fundamental and complemen-263

tary principles for the responsible stewardship of trustworthy264

AI. These five principles are: i) inclusive growth, sustainable265

development and well-being; ii) human-centred values and266

1The OECD is an intergovernmental organization with 38 member coun-
tries founded in 1961 to stimulate economic progress and world trade. The
majority of OECD members are high-income economies with a very high
Human Development Index (HDI), comprising 62% of the global nominal
GDP ($49.6 trillion) [28]. The OECD is an official United Nations observer.
Together with governments, policy makers and citizens, the OECDworks on
establishing evidence-based international standards and finding solutions to
a range of social, economic and environmental challenges. A significant part
of the OECD activities focuses on defining public policies and international
standards [29].

fairness; iii) transparency and explainability; iv) robustness, 267

security and safety; and v) accountability [31]. 268

The second section proposes specific steps to governments 269

to implement national policies and international cooperation 270

aligned with the five principles. This includes i) investing in 271

AI research and development; ii) fostering a digital ecosystem 272

for AI; iii) shaping an enabling policy environment for AI; 273

iv) building human capacity and preparing for labour market 274

transformation; and v) international co-operation for trust- 275

worthy AI [31]. 276

In this section, we investigate how the OECD principles 277

are mapped to the previously discussed ethical principles in 278

finance. The purpose is to use this mapping to qualitatively 279

evaluate the relationship between the goals of explainable 280

machine learning and the ethical challenges in fintech from 281

an ML perspective. 282

A. PRINCIPLES 283

The OECD [30], [31] defines the AI ethical principles 284

(Table 2) as follows: 285

Inclusive growth, sustainable development and well-being. 286

This principle states that AI should be developed and used 287

to increase prosperity for all - individuals, society, and the 288

planet. It recognizes the potential of AI to advance inclu- 289

sive growth and sustainable development in areas such as 290

education, health, transport, agriculture, environment, etc. 291

Stewardship of trustworthy AI should be accompanied by 292

addressing inequality, risk of divides due to disparities in 293

technology access, and biases that may negatively impact 294

vulnerable or underrepresented populations. 295

Human-centred values and fairness. Based on this princi- 296

ple, AI should be developed consistent with human-centred 297

values, such as fundamental freedoms, equality, fairness, rule 298

of law, social justice, data protection and privacy, as well 299

as consumer rights and commercial fairness. The principle 300

recognizes that certain AI applications may have negative 301

implications such as deliberate or accidental infringement 302

of human rights and human-centered values. Therefore, the 303

development of AI systems should be aligned with these 304

values including the possibility for humans to intervene and 305

oversee such systems. 306

Transparency and explainability. Transparency defined in 307

this principle has two aspects. The first one is to disclose 308

if AI is being used in an application so that users are 309

aware of it. The second is to enable people to understand 310

how an AI system works so that they can make informed 311

choices. Explainability means enabling people affected by 312

the outcome of an AI system to understand the system’s 313

decision. To achieve explainability, the system should provide 314

easy-to-understand information to people affected by an AI 315

system’s outcome so that they can challenge the outcome, 316

if needed. An explanation may involve providing details on 317

the determinant factors behind a specific outcome or decision, 318

or explaining why similar circumstances generated a different 319

outcome. 320
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Robustness, security and safety. This principle states that321

an AI system must be robust, secure and safe throughout its322

entire lifecycle, and that its function does not pose safety323

risks. AI systems should be traceable and provide means to324

assess datasets, processes and AI-based decisions. Traceabil-325

ity ensures that outcomes of AI systems can be analyzed, and326

can provide responses to user inquiries about the outcomes.327

In this context, AI actors should apply a systematic risk man-328

agement in the AI system lifecycle to continuously address329

risks, including privacy, digital security, safety and bias.330

Accountability. According to this principle, organisations331

and individuals developing, deploying or operating AI sys-332

tems should be held accountable for the proper functioning333

of the systems and for respecting of the OECD AI princi-334

ples. Accountability should be in line with the applicable335

regulatory frameworks. Documentation on decision-making336

processes during the AI system lifecycle and the actions taken337

need to be maintained and available for an audit.338

B. GOALS339

The goals [32] of the explainable artificial intelligence340

(Table 3) are as follows:341

Trustworthiness. Trustworthiness represents the confi-342

dence that the model will act as intended, which is not easily343

quantifiable. Trustworthiness is necessary, but not sufficient344

property of explainability since not every trustworthy model345

can be considered explainable [33], [34], [35], [36], [37].346

Causality. Causality refers to the goal of finding causal347

relationships among the data variables of a model. Explain-348

able models might make the task of finding such relationships349

easier, but inferring causality requires a wide frame of prior350

knowledge. ML models can discover correlations in the data,351

however correlation does not imply causation. An explainable352

ML model could use the observed data to validate the results353

with causality inference techniques, or provide intuition of354

possible causal relationships [38], [39], [40], [41], [42].355

Transferability. Transferability is the ability to understand356

a model (its assumptions and implementation) in order to357

facilitate model reuse in another problem. Lack of proper358

understanding can lead to incorrect assumptions and conclu-359

sions [33], [43], [44], [45], [36], [46], [47], [48].360

Informativeness. Informativeness is related to the ability361

of ML models to give information about the problems being362

tackled and the decisions being made. While the main objec-363

tive of ML models is to support decision making, the results364

obtained by ML models may not be the same as the decisions365

taken by a human. Therefore, distilling information about366

the inner-workings of ML models is an important goal for367

achieving explainability [33], [44], [45], [47], [49].368

Confidence. ML models are expected to be reliable and the369

confidence in the model reliability is essential. The trustwor-370

thiness of model interpretations depends on whether a model371

is reliable. Thus, maintaining confidence in the working372

regime of a model is an important factor for assessing the373

usefulness of the model [33], [38], [46], [50], [51], [52], [53].374

Fairness. Without explainability it is not possible to assess 375

the fairness of ML models. Model explainability is achieved 376

through visualization of the relations affecting the model 377

results. Making the results visible helps avoid unfair use of 378

the model results [33], [35], [38], [46], [54], [55], [56], [57]. 379

Accessibility. Accessibility facilitates the involvement of 380

end users in the process of developing, improving and mon- 381

itoring ML models. Accessibility will ease the burden of 382

non-technical or non-expert users when using AI systems and 383

algorithms seemingly incomprehensible at first sight [36], 384

[44], [45], [47], [48], [58]. 385

Interactivity. Interactivity allows end users to assess and 386

test explainable ML models. Interactivity can also serve as a 387

tool for improving AI explainable models. This is relevant to 388

fields in which end users need to have ability to interact with 389

the models and to modify them [48], [58], [59], [60], [61]. 390

Privacy awareness. The ability to assess privacy is one of 391

the byproducts enabled by model explainability. ML models 392

may have complex inner-workings, and not knowing how 393

the model’s results are represented internally may lead to 394

a privacy breach. In addition, explaining the inner-relations 395

of a trained model to non-authorized third parties may also 396

compromise privacy [62]. 397

To harness the potential of the novel approaches to ML 398

ethics, we explore the correspondence betweenML ethics and 399

traditional principles of finance ethics. 400

IV. MAPPING BETWEEN FINANCE ETHICS 401

AND ML ETHICS 402

The previous two sections make a broad overview of the 403

principles of finance and ML ethics. While finance ethics 404

is well established, ML ethics has witnessed an increased 405

interest only recently due to the proliferation of ML-based 406

solutions in finance. The contribution of this paper is in 407

studying the relationship between finance and ML ethics 408

with the goal of minimizing the adverse impact of ethical 409

issues in fintech. The purpose of this study is to identify the 410

most important criteria to consider when addressing ethical 411

challenges in ML-based fintech applications. The results can 412

help fintech companies in building products and services by 413

considering the most relevant ethics principles. 414

A. MAPPING METHODOLOGY 415

To evaluate the relationship between finance and ML ethics, 416

we conducted an experiment with a group of experts in 417

finance and ethics to manually annotate the links between the 418

ethics principles based on their definitions. 419

The group is composed of 8 experts from the academic 420

community with expertise in finance and ethics who are 421

also knowledgeable in machine learning. They are chosen 422

carefully to ensure they tackle effectively the task ofmanually 423

annotating the links between the ethics principles. Each of 424

the experts received both the long and short definitions of 425

ML ethics and finance ethics to assess the mapping between 426

the principles. Each of the experts worked individually on the 427

mapping. After the process was completed, the results were 428
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TABLE 2. OECD principles of artificial intelligence.

TABLE 3. A list of goals in explainable machine learning and their definitions.

collected and reported in Fig. A.2 (column HA) based on429

majority voting. Our objective is to use expert knowledge to430

get insights into the ethical principles of financewhich exhibit431

most influence on ML ethics and vice-versa.432

We use Pf to denote a definition of an ethical principle433

in finance. Similarly, we use PML to denote a definition434

of an ethical principle in ML. The comparison consists of435

evaluating how strong the mapping is between Pf and PML .436

For a given pair (Pf ,PML), the mapping can reveal weak,437

moderate or strong relationship depending on how much one438

principle is related to the other, which defines the strength of439

the link for that pair.440

In order to make the actual comparison, the human anno-441

tators used the seven well-known financial principles defined442

according to common codes of ethics of financial orga-443

nizations and institutions as explained in Section II [26].444

In addition, they took the definitions of the five establishedAI445

principles adopted by OECD as a basis for ML ethics. Both446

the long and short definitions of finance ethics and ML ethics447

were used, i.e. all pairs (Pf ,PML) were considered where Pf448

and PML can represent either long or short definitions. The 449

long definitions of finance ethics are given in the respective 450

paragraphs of Section II, whereas the long definitions of ML 451

ethics are defined as per the OECD principles. The short 452

definitions are obtained as summaries of the long definitions 453

and can be found in Tables 1-2. 454

The results provided by the experts are presented on 455

Fig. A.2 in the Appendix A. The abbreviation HA denotes 456

columns with results obtained from human annotations. 457

To enhance objectivity and improve decision making, 458

we have assessed the experts’ results using recent advance- 459

ments in natural language processing (NLP) that led to sub- 460

stantial improvement in certain tasks, almost comparable 461

with human performance.2 One such task is semantic text 462

similarity where SOTA results are obtained using NLP trans- 463

formers. The columns denoted as LD and SD on Fig. A.2 464

refer to results obtained via the NLI-DistilRoBERTa-Base-v2 465

2The code and dataset for the comparison experiment can be
found at: https://github.com/rizinski/Ethics-in-Finance-and-Machine-
Learning/tree/main/transformers_notebook
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FIGURE 1. Mapping between finance and ML ethics. The intensity of the color represents the strength of the relationship.

transformer using long definitions and short definitions,466

respectively. The strength of the links is mapped with three467

color intensities to denote a strong, moderate and weak rela-468

tionship between the corresponding ethical principles. While469

our focus relies on human expertise, we also demonstrate470

that the human-centric results are also aligned well with the471

transformer results. Although certain differences exist, the472

analysis shows that overall there are major overlaps in the473

two approaches. These overlaps can be helpful in enhanc-474

ing objectivity by confirming the experts’ mapping between475

finance and ML ethics.476

Transformers are novel architectures in NLP for sen-477

tence encoding that employ techniques of attention to handle478

long-range dependencies in textual data, thereby solving479

challenges that were not possible with older models such as480

recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [63], [64], [65]. Trans-481

formers led to a breakthrough in NLP in recent years482

as they have demonstrated outstanding performance in a483

wide range of tasks such as machine translation [66],484

[67], [68], question answering [69], [70], [71], [72], sen-485

timent analysis [73], [74], [75], [76], name entity recog-486

nition [77], [78], [79], [80], extractive and abstractive487

document summarization [81], [82], [83], [84], among488

others.489

The main essence of transformers is that they can encode490

any text into a vector representation that can be then fed into a491

machine learning model for further analysis. One such appli-492

cation is assessing the semantic similarity between two texts493

such as two sentences or two paragraphs. We use the cosine494

similarity (i.e. normalized dot product) which is well suited495

to compute their semantic similarity for texts encoded into496

vectors [85]. The use of cosine similarity is viable because497

theNLP transformers are already pre-trainedmodels, used for498

zero-shot learning. Thus, there is no need to split the dataset499

into a training and validation set.500

The dataset (Pf ,PML) for our experiment consists of two501

parts: (Plf ,P
l
ML) for the long definitions, and (P

s
f ,P

s
ML) for the502

short definitions. For each pair of ethical principles, we use503

transformers to convert the definitions into vector representa-504

tions, and then calculate the cosine similarity between them.505

The calculations are repeated for both parts of the dataset. For 506

determining the strength of the links, i.e. whether they reveal 507

weak, moderate or strong relationship, we use the following 508

approach. For each transformer, we calculate the 33.33% and 509

66.66% percentiles obtained from the set of cosine similari- 510

ties for all pairs of principles for that transformer. Then, for 511

each pair of principles, we check if the cosine similarity for 512

that pair is less than the 33.33% percentile, less than 66.66% 513

percentile, or higher than the 66.66% percentile. Depending 514

on the comparison with these thresholds, the link for that 515

pair is labeled as weak, moderate or strong, respectively. The 516

reason for analyzing both the long and short definitions is to 517

get insights into the links between the principles from two 518

related perspectives with the goal of assessing the level of 519

overlap between the two sets of results. 520

For the experiment, we used the NLI-DistilRoBERTa- 521

Base-v2 model from Hugging Face [64], [86]. RoBERTa 522

is chosen as it showed superior performance within the 523

transformers analyzed in [76] on sentiment tasks in finance. 524

Fig. A.2 presents the results obtained from the transformer 525

experiment for both long and short definitions, and demon- 526

strates overall alignment with the manually annotated map- 527

pings. In the following subsection, we discuss the overall 528

insights obtained from the mappings. 529

B. INSIGHTS FROM THE FINANCE-ML ETHICS 530

RELATIONSHIP 531

Fig. 1 unifies the experimental results of Fig. A.2 using 532

the majority rule. We observe that integrity and fairness 533

have a strong relationship with ML ethics across all finance 534

principles. Similarly, human-centered values and fairness as 535

well as transparency and explainability exhibit strongest rela- 536

tionship with finance ethics among all ML principles. Such 537

conclusion is overall valid for both experimental approaches, 538

i.e. with transformers and with human annotations. This 539

comes at no surprise as integrity and fairness are essential 540

principles in finance ethics. Therefore, the most important 541

criteria for handling ethical challenges in ML-based fintech 542

applications is to ensure integrity and fairness as well as 543

transparency and explainability of the used ML systems 544
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while respecting human-centered values and accountabil-545

ity. Another general conclusion is that the computational546

results using transformers overall show a good agreement547

with the manually annotated mappings, validating the poten-548

tial of transformers to achieve human-level performance in549

NLP tasks. Taking into account the ML ethics principles,550

the fintech companies could improve their products and551

services.552

V. ETHICAL CHALLENGES IN FINTECH553

In Sections II and III, we presented the ethical principles in554

finance and ML, while in Section IV, we established their555

relationship to develop a framework for responsible fintech556

applications. In reality, it is not trivial to apply the ethical557

principles in fintech. In this section, we identify 12 dis-558

tinct challenges in applying the previously defined ethical559

principles.560

As discussed in [87], finance ethics in general repre-561

sents a subset of general ethics which is guided by norms562

such as truthfulness, honesty, integrity, respect for oth-563

ers, fairness and justice; however, while ethical norms564

guide human behavior in societal interactions, situations565

may arise in which the need to care for ourselves is566

in conflict with the need to care for others. As pointed567

out in [87], incompatibility arises from the fundamental568

assumption in the modern capitalist system that greed-569

iness drives profitability. Maximizing own interests in570

principal-agent relationships leads to numerous examples of571

ethical issues and violations of trust and loyalty. In this572

section, we review ethical challenges in fintech that arise573

from the perspective of machine learning, as summarized574

in Fig. 2.575

A. BIAS, ACCURACY AND TRANSPARENCY576

As financial decisions depend on data, it is essential to have577

representative data to train ML models when offering finan-578

cial and investment services; if the data is not representa-579

tive, there is a high likelihood that, in general, models will580

perform unsatisfactorily [88]. During data acquisition, it is581

crucial to understand both the source of the data and the data582

governing rules and regulations [89]. In this context, we face583

the challenge of selecting appropriate data sources. As the584

domain of data collection is vast, any news could theoretically585

have an impact on financial advice. Therefore, it is important586

to define impartial criteria to identify relevant data sources.587

The difficulties do not end here though. In fact, they are588

further intensified knowing that the collected data itself may589

be biased. Since MLmodels are typically designed to operate590

autonomously, it is difficult to check for bias unless data591

is verified manually by human intervention. However, this592

is not only a labor-intensive task but also practically infea-593

sible given the potentially huge volume of data that needs594

to be checked. Collaboration with subject matter experts is595

essential when developing data and methods to avoid con-596

clusions made on faulty assumptions using insufficient or597

biased data [90]. Ensuring proper data acquisition and use is598

necessary to avoid ethical problems. Even if certain informa- 599

tion is publicly available, it can still pose ethical problems if 600

used improperly [89]. 601

Investors carefully select whom to trust with their invest- 602

ment decisions. There is a distinction between a broker- 603

age and an investment advisory firm. Brokers engage in 604

the business of effecting transactions in securities for the 605

account of others, for which they receive compensation. 606

When brokers recommend securities to their clients, they 607

must ensure that the investment is ‘‘suitable’’ for the client. 608

On the other hand, investment advisors advise others about 609

investing in securities and receive compensation for the 610

advice. When investment advisers recommend an invest- 611

ment to their clients, the investment needs to be in ‘‘the 612

best interest’’ of the client. These differences are essen- 613

tial and create two different standards of conduct: i) suit- 614

ability for brokers and ii) fiduciary (‘‘best interest of the 615

customer’’) for investment advisers. Investors should know 616

the difference, especially when the investment advice is 617

selected based on an ML algorithm. It is challenging to 618

understandwhether the AI-based investment decision ismade 619

because it is ‘‘suitable’’ or in ‘‘the best interest’’ of the 620

client. These questions are at the center of the Securities and 621

Exchange Commission (SEC) regulatory discussion about 622

the distinction between best interest and fiduciary duty and 623

should be considered when developing ML-based investment 624

algorithms [91]. 625

If we assume that an ML model is fed with comprehen- 626

sive and unbiased data collected from relevant and reliable 627

sources, it may still be challenging to select an existing model 628

or develop a new model having a level of accuracy that 629

is sufficient for solving a particular problem at hand given 630

specific client circumstances. One such example is predicting 631

stock returns for optimizing investment decisions. Existing 632

models may not entirely correspond to the requirements 633

needed for tackling the problem domain and may have to 634

be adjusted. Prior to improving these models, there may not 635

be a clear indication that the adjustments would work well. 636

Similarly, new models may need to be created to achieve an 637

adequate fit with the problem domain. Modeling phenomena 638

involving human beings often requires simplification that 639

can mask risks for the sake of precision; over-reliance on 640

probability and statistics can be a limiting factor as economics 641

is a social and not a natural science [92]. Looking at this 642

problem pragmatically, it is not only unclear whether the 643

new models would accomplish better performance; devel- 644

opment of such models may necessitate significant efforts 645

that could delay rendering financial services with acceptable 646

level of diligence, i.e. in a prompt and thorough manner. 647

Consequently, the financial professional dilemma is deciding 648

which model to choose and how to present its accuracy to 649

the clients. 650

ML-driven solutions suffer from lack of transparency 651

which can lead to numerous issues when applied in finance. 652

This is particularly problematic in the case of deep learn- 653

ing models, which have become increasingly popular [93]. 654
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FIGURE 2. Ethical challenges of machine learning in fintech.

These models use hidden layers for decision making, thus655

resembling a black box where the internal inner-workings656

cannot be precisely evaluated, even by experts. It is diffi-657

cult to gauge such systems for precision, methodological658

validity or financial risk estimation. Moreover, it can cause659

regulatory compliance issues and even financial loss for660

businesses.661

B. DISCRIMINATION, DIFFERENTIAL PRICING AND662

MANIPULATED RECOMMENDATIONS663

Discrimination can lead to unfair practices for certain groups664

of the broader population. For example, access to financial665

services can be difficult for vulnerable groups of clients666

who have historically been subject to discrimination based667

on race, political or religious beliefs, sexual orientation,668

health problems or low income [94]. For example, a possi-669

ble consequence could be discrimination in assessing credit670

risk and lending decisions. In this context, broader eth-671

ical issues can arise such as employment discrimination,672

discrimination based on physical or mental disabilities as673

well as service price discrimination [95]. The problem can674

be further deepened by introducing biased decisions in675

deep learning models based on the learning process, which676

may contribute to unethical decisions that cross the leg-677

islative framework [93]. Risks of discriminatory outcomes678

or perpetuation of existing socioeconomic disparities are679

also at the focus of the US Federal Trade Commission680

whose recommendations for businesses are based on con-681

sumer protection by using AI tools that are ‘‘transpar-682

ent, explainable, fair and empirically sound, while fostering683

accountability’’ [96].684

An inadequate policy of differential pricing can cause685

troubling ethical consequences if clients are charged with686

varying rates based on their race or any other character-687

istic that does not contribute to the value proposition of688

the rendered financial service [26]. Differential pricing in689

itself is not necessarily an ethical violation; for example, 690

clients could be charged more if they are more demand- 691

ing and thus require more effort by the provider of finan- 692

cial services. Similarly, low maintenance clients would be 693

charged less since providing services for them is not as 694

complex as in the case of high maintenance clients. If finan- 695

cial services professionals have more experience and edu- 696

cation, this would constitute a fair component in defining 697

the pricing structure of their services. However, factors that 698

do not define the value proposition may violate ethical 699

norms. 700

A fundamental premise that conditions clients’ confidence 701

in the advice they receive by ML models is the promise 702

that models are designed ethically to maintain objectivity. 703

ML models should be based on harnessing evidence avail- 704

able in collected data and applying state-of-the-art algo- 705

rithms to ensure consistent and equitable treatment of clients. 706

An objective model does not deliberately promote a set 707

of input data at the expense of other input data. However, 708

a model can be intentionally tailored to recommend a set of 709

actions to specific clients without evidence that these recom- 710

mendations are justified. A problem can arise if the model 711

is injected with the ‘‘right’’ amount of bias to demonstrate 712

that it has ‘‘superior’’ results, whichwould ultimatelymislead 713

clients [90]. 714

C. DISCLOSING CONFLICT OF INTEREST, REPORTING 715

UNETHICAL ACTIVITIES AND VIOLATIONS OF CODE OF 716

CONDUCT 717

A significant part of the activities taken by financial ser- 718

vices professionals is to render recommendations to their 719

clients. Giving honest and accurate recommendations can 720

be jeopardized if the professional has material conflict of 721

interest that is disparate with the interests of the clients.When 722

people receive advice regarding financial decisions, they need 723

to know if their adviser has any interest that hinders their 724
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FIGURE 3. SHAP beeswarm plot explaining XGBoost on the credit card
approval dataset.

FIGURE 4. SHAP bar plot displaying global feature importance for
XGBoost on the credit card approval dataset.

incentive to offer appropriate recommendations. Having such725

conflict of interest, but not disclosing it when dealing with726

clients, contradicts the principle of fairness and may lead to727

problems that can adversely affect the portfolio performance728

of the clients.MLmodel performance has been typically eval-729

uated using single-valued metrics, but this does not provide730

insights into the distribution of errors across datasets or across731

model features. This can lead to masking potential conflict732

of interest unless the model is transparently evaluated for733

different components of the input data or different sets of734

features. If clients have access to the details of ML models735

in a transparent and explainable way, risks related to conflict736

of interest could be reduced.737

Preserving ethics standards should be an industry-wide738

effort and merely not being involved in unethical activities739

is not sufficient to guarantee good ethical behavior [97]. 740

If one possesses information about illegal or unethical 741

actions by peers or other actors in the finance industry, 742

it is their responsibility to report these activities up the 743

hierarchy in the organizations and the respective regula- 744

tory bodies. Otherwise, financial professionals are subject 745

to legal repercussions. However, this is not always pos- 746

sible as such reporting can irreversibly damage the rela- 747

tionship between the involved parties, so people tend not 748

to report their peers or colleagues. The development of 749

ML models without transparency and quality control could 750

further contribute to unethical behavior because it will be 751

impossible for companies to evaluate the objectivity of the 752

ML models. 753

Organizations such as corporations, associations and insti- 754

tutions often develop codes of conduct to guide the behav- 755

ior of their members. Violations of codes of conduct in 756

the financial industry leads to improper dealings that harm 757

investor interests and the market stability as a whole. There 758

exist organizations that oversee financial experts’ behavior to 759

verify it is in accordance with established laws. For instance, 760

in the U.S., the official regulatory agency that implements 761

securities laws and establishes regulations for proper conduct 762

is the SEC [87]. With the technological advancements and 763

investment model implementations in the financial indus- 764

try, it is becoming increasingly difficult to monitor compli- 765

ance of ML algorithms with established regulations. This 766

challenge could be overcome with appropriate training for 767

regulators to be more technologically-savvy and compe- 768

tent in detecting violations of code of conduct induced by 769

ML systems. 770

D. INSIDER TRADING, DATA PROTECTION AND LACK OF 771

SKILLED STAFF 772

Insider trading is an unfair market practice in which market 773

participants trade based on material non-public information 774

to generate extraordinary gain [87]. Material information 775

is defined as information that will change the investment 776

behavior of a rational investor when they obtain the infor- 777

mation. Hence, this information will affect the stock price 778

behavior. Insider trading is harmful because it undermines 779

the trust of investors in the financial markets, and cre- 780

ates an unfair trading environment. Given the damage that 781

insider trading can create, the SEC prosecutes insider trading 782

violations as one of its enforcement priorities. Deterring 783

people from exploiting insider trading includes disqual- 784

ification from acting in certain fiduciary positions for 785

life or limited period of time, money fines, and prison 786

sentences [98]. 787

As fintech services are dominantly based on information 788

technology, clients of financial services companies are more 789

prone to breaches of privacy [89]. Throughout their work 790

with customers, financial professionals using ML systems 791

can gradually obtain a considerable amount of information 792

about their customers such as personal data, financial data, 793

online behavior and user preferences. Subject to the specific 794
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terms and conditions of use, this data can potentially be795

sold to third parties for profit. There is an entire array of796

parties interested in getting access to the data – ranging from797

advertisers, research agencies, political organizations (e.g.798

political campaigns), and law enforcement. As a result, this799

raises serious concerns about safeguarding privacy that can800

undermine the clients’ confidence. At the same time, com-801

panies want to protect their clients’ data to avoid lawsuits,802

which can be regarded as the primary deterrent for unethical803

practices [90].804

Notwithstanding the advances achieved in the field of805

ML research, it is equally important to have skilled staff to806

implement or interpret the results obtained from machine807

learning [93]. A survey of the top 1000 firms in the U.S. on AI808

implementation in their firms found that their biggest concern809

in the implementation of AI was the readiness and ability of810

staff to understand and work with these new solutions [99].811

Using ML models to render financial services requires pro-812

fessionals with the adequate skills. Therefore, it is essential to813

train staff, which requires additional investment of time and814

resources unless the work is outsourced to providers of ML815

solutions [93].816

The recent example with the real-estate company Zillow817

demonstrates the difficulties faced when deploying MLmod-818

els for productive use [100]. In an attempt make it convenient819

to sell homes while minimizing in-person interactions during820

the pandemic, the company created a new service called821

‘‘Zestimate’’ which uses ML algorithms to estimate initial822

cash offers to home owners to purchase their listed proper-823

ties. The service determined prices that are higher than the824

company could use to resell the properties after the necessary825

repairs. Thus, the company sold significantly fewer properties826

than initially expected due to the fast changes in the real827

estate market and lack of data. The financial consequence of828

using Zestimate were so profound that only eightmonths after829

launching the service Zillow decided to entirely close down830

that business. The company took a $304 million inventory831

write-down, leading tomajor stock price declines and plans to832

cut 2,000 jobs (25% of its staff). This case shows how critical833

it can be to use ML in an ever-changing market environment,834

especially when ML cannot leverage sufficient data to make835

accurate predictions.836

VI. TOOLS FOR RESPONSIBLE MACHINE LEARNING837

Recent advancements in explainable and responsible AI can838

help address challenges described in the previous section.839

As machine learning systems become ubiquitous, having a840

significant impact on society, there is an increased demand for841

ML models that can be explained. Since the inner-workings842

of ML models are difficult to asses given their resemblance843

to ‘‘black boxes’’, it is hard even for experts to interpret844

the predictions of the models. Therefore, it is essential845

to study the models thoroughly and interpret them well.846

ML model interpretability is currently an active research847

area with the goal of increasing model transparency [38],848

[101], [102]. Deploying ML models in practical applica- 849

tions has to be accompanied by a rigorous performance 850

evaluation [103]. 851

The model fairness problem is often related to selecting 852

the right metric for benchmarking. In many cases, the bench- 853

mark is merely based on a single aggregate metric, such as 854

accuracy, for the entire dataset [103]. However, this makes it 855

difficult to understand how anMLmodel performs on various 856

dataset partitions. The issue with such a single-valued metric 857

is that even thoughmost of the partitions of the input data may 858

perform well by meeting the required benchmark, there could 859

still exist non-negligible regions of data for which themodel’s 860

predictions may render considerably different results. While 861

theMLmodelmay perform satisfactorily when averaged over 862

the entire dataset, the discrepancies for certain regions can 863

lead to ethical issues such as bias, inaccuracy, unfairness, 864

discrimination, etc. Furthermore, using an aggregate metric 865

makes it difficult to continuously monitor the model behavior 866

when new data is collected. 867

To address this problem, the dataset is sliced into a 868

one-dimensional or two-dimensional grid of input features 869

and each cell of the grid is separately evaluated against 870

the selected metric. For example, if the metric is the error 871

rate, by analyzing the grid it is easy to visualize how the 872

errors are distributed across various parts of the dataset. 873

The visualization can be aided by heatmaps to color cells, 874

e.g. using a darker color, if they exhibit higher inaccu- 875

racies [103]. This visualization technique emphasizes the 876

problematic regions of data that suffer from model incon- 877

sistency and are difficult to evaluate by using an aggregate, 878

single-number metric. Thus, by offering a deeper view of 879

the model behavior, two goals are achieved: (i) ability to 880

visually identify performance problems and (ii) gaining bet- 881

ter insights, useful for performing model debugging. Both 882

goals improve the interpretability of ML models and their 883

responsible use. 884

To help the ML community accelerate model develop- 885

ment, visualization dashboards for error analysis and explain- 886

ability are developed as open source software. One notable 887

example is the Responsible AI Widgets repository [104], 888

which is a collection of model and data exploration and 889

assessment user interfaces that enable better understanding 890

of AI systems. Its purpose is to assist developers and stake- 891

holders of AI systems in developing and monitoring AI 892

more responsibly. The Responsible AI Widgets allow devel- 893

opers to interpret models by assessing errors and fairness 894

issues [105], [106]. 895

The explainers in Responsible AI Widgets are imple- 896

mented based on SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations), 897

which is considered state-of-the-art technique for ML 898

explainability [107]. Its approach uses Shapley values from 899

game theory to explain the output of ML models [108]. 900

SHAP evaluates the contribution of each feature to the model 901

predictions and assigns each feature an importance value, 902

called a SHAP value. SHAP values are calculated for each 903
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feature across all samples of the dataset in order to assess904

the contribution of individual features to the model’s out-905

put [109]. This means that a feature can have the same SHAP906

values for different samples, but their contributions toward907

the model’s output can be different if the values of other908

features for those samples are different. SHAP values are909

also additive, thereby classifying SHAP as an additive feature910

importance technique. In other words, using SHAP values as911

a measure helps quantify marginal contributions of features912

to ML model predictions.913

For the use case presented in the following section,914

we employ SHAP and Responsible AI Widgets to demon-915

strate the benefits of employing such tools for address-916

ing ethical challenges in fintech. Our goal is to increase917

awareness within the financial industry regarding the pos-918

sibilities of ML explainability. There are other tools avail-919

able as open source software libraries that are aimed at920

ML model interpretability and explainability. While we do921

not cover all such tools in this paper, the interested read-922

ers may refer to AI Explainability 360 (AIX360) [102],923

[110], LIME [36], DeepLIFT [111], [112], [113] andWhat-if924

Tool (WIT) [114], [115].925

The above tools focus on explaining ML models in the926

post-training phase. Specific aspects related to ML mod-927

els’ responsible use, such as model de-biasing, can be928

addressed even in the training phase. The work presented929

in [116] proposes an algorithm for flexibly fair represen-930

tation learning by disentangling information from multiple931

sensitive attributes. They show that their flexible and fair932

variational encoder, which does not require the sensitive933

attributes for inference, is flexible with respect to down-934

stream task labels and sensitive attributes. Since both training935

and post-training diagnosis are essential, ML experts and936

financial professionals should work together to perform the937

necessary due diligence throughout the entire lifecycle of ML938

applications in fintech. In addition, there are various ways939

of measuring ML model fairness across different regions940

of data that go beyond the typical approach of binning the941

data and assessing error rates for different data cohorts.942

A detailed interpretation of some of the most widely used943

fairness metrics and their mutual relationships is presented944

in [117].945

A. LIMITATIONS AND CHALLENGES OF RESPONSIBLE ML946

Despite advances in the explainable ML that resulted in its947

increased popularity, certain limitations of the explainable948

algorithms and tools need to be considered when applied in949

industrial applications [118].950

First, due to the lack of general theories that allow quantita-951

tive analysis in complex areas such as healthcare or finance,952

statistical models and machine learning methods are intro-953

duced to solve those problems. Explaining the solutions to954

those complex problems, even with a perfect version of955

an explainable ML model, can be challenging because of956

the complex nature of the problem itself. Regardless of the957

potential success of suchmodels, this implies that an ordinary 958

user – not trained in the complex theory related to the area 959

being modeled – could not understand nor interpret such 960

a theory correctly and, hence, from their perspective, the 961

results from the explainable ML would appear opaque and 962

completely incomprehensible [119]. Second, the explainable 963

models depend on the AI system and the available data 964

that, in some cases, can be imperfect or limited. In this 965

case, it is evident that the knowledge derived from such 966

a system is further restricted in terms of the answers that 967

can be offered and the number of explanations that can be 968

provided [119]. 969

Reference [120] developed a method to compute small 970

adversarial perturbations (equivalent to creating adversarial 971

instances for neural networks) that resulted in significant 972

modifications to the feature importance of several explain- 973

able methods. Similar findings for the SHAP method were 974

presented by [121]. However, in the case of real-world appli- 975

cations such as healthcare or finance, such adversarial per- 976

turbations and their influence on explainable ML approaches 977

need to be further investigated [118]. The results from [122] 978

suggest that the mathematical correctness that underpins 979

SHAP is not sufficient alone; it should also be aligned with 980

the specific use case and the human-centric understanding of 981

SHAP’s quality of explanations. 982

One of the possible solutions to some of the mentioned 983

challenges is that the most powerful but opaque ML systems 984

(e.g. deep learning) should not be preferred and applied by 985

default, but a comparable alternative that is less powerful 986

but inherently explainable can be employed. In general, the 987

inherently explainableMLmodels should be adopted because 988

of their transparency and explainability, while black-box 989

models with model-agnostic explainability can be more dif- 990

ficult to defend under regulatory scrutiny [119]. Based on 991

this, ML practitioners and financial professionals should be 992

aware that responsible ML is applicable in settings where 993

it can admit clear interpretation. This argument is also in 994

line with the overarching understanding of the proposed eth- 995

ical framework that human-machine collaboration is essen- 996

tial for addressing model explainability and transparency 997

in general. 998

VII. USE CASE: DIAGNOSING CREDIT CARD APPROVAL 999

PREDICTIONS WITH RESPONSIBLE ML 1000

In the previous section, we presented tools for responsible 1001

ML that can address ethical challenges. Here we demonstrate 1002

a use case showing how to respect ethical principles while 1003

applying tools for responsible ML to address the challenges 1004

arising in fintech. 1005

A. SETUP OF THE EXPERIMENT 1006

In this section, we consider a fintech application for approv- 1007

ing credit card requests based on machine learning predic- 1008

tions. We use the Credit Approval Dataset from the UCI 1009

Machine Learning Repository [123]. The dataset contains 1010
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FIGURE 5. Local explainability with SHAP for predicting credit card approvals: (a) approved by human decision and model prediction, (b) rejected
by human decision and model prediction, (c) approved by human decision and rejected by model, (d) rejected by human decision and approved
by model.

690 instances and exhibits a mixture of features with categor-1011

ical, integer and real values. The feature names and values1012

of the dataset have been anonymized in order to protect the1013

confidentiality of the data. However, a good overview of1014

the probable features is given in [124] which lists 15 fea-1015

ture names (Gender, Age, Debt, Married, Bank Customer,1016

Education Level, Ethnicity, Years Employed, Prior Default,1017

Employed, Credit Score, Drivers License, Citizen, ZipCode,1018

and Income) and one class (Approved). The dataset is well1019

balanced: about 44.5% and 55.5% of the credit card requests1020

are marked as approved and rejected respectively. Having a1021

balanced dataset is a prerequisite for appropriate training of1022

classifiers in supervised learning problems so that classifiers1023

can perform effectively.1024

As a preparation for our experiments,3 we perform stan- 1025

dard data processing steps. First, we audit the dataset for 1026

missing values and find that less that 37 cases (5%) have 1027

one or more missing values. We impute the missing data 1028

with the mean value for each numerical feature. We replace 1029

missing categorical data with the most frequent value for each 1030

categorical feature. We then use a label encoder to convert 1031

all categorical values into numerical types, after which we 1032

remove the Drivers License and ZipCode features from the 1033

dataset as they are unlikely to have tangible impact on the 1034

predictive performance. Finally, we split the dataset into 1035

3The code and dataset for the explainability analysis can be
found at: https://github.com/rizinski/Ethics-in-Finance-and-Machine-
Learning/tree/main/explainability_notebook
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FIGURE 6. Error heatmap for identifying regions in the dataset with
higher errors. Age is on the horizontal axis and Prior Default is on the
vertical axis, with 1 meaning that there was a prior default, and
0 meaning that there was no prior default.

FIGURE 7. Data cohort diagnosis for understanding error rates.
Applicants rejected by the model are marked with blue, while approved
applicants are marked with orange. Applicants of age 46.3 or above
exhibit lower error rates.

70% train and 30% test subsets. For the data processing1036

steps, we use standard Python packages (numpy, pandas and1037

scikit-learn).1038

Predicting whether a bank approves or rejects a client1039

request for issuing a credit card is a binary classification1040

problem. For this classification problem, we use the eXtreme1041

Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) algorithm [125] to make pre-1042

dictions on the dataset. There are two reasons for selecting1043

XGBoost among other classifiers. First of all, XGBoost has1044

demonstrated its viability in industry-grade systems due to its1045

computational speed, generalization capabilities, high predic-1046

tive performance, and ability to work well on structured data1047

in a variety of settings, including regression, classification1048

and ranking problems. XGBoost is also a very popular tool1049

among data scientists as it has won numerous Kaggle com-1050

petitions [126]. Secondly, XGBoost is considered a black-1051

box model. Despite being a high-performance algorithm,1052

XGBoost’s decisions are hard to interpret, which makes it1053

suitable for our explainability analysis from a fintech per-1054

spective. Before selecting XGBoost, we compared it with1055

another popular algorithm, Light Gradient Boosting Machine 1056

(LGBM), which resulted in a similar accuracy score on the 1057

same dataset. As part of this study, we also considered other 1058

approaches to create predictive models, including deep neural 1059

networks. However, our intention is not to present a compre- 1060

hensive survey of all the possible models but rather to select 1061

an illustrative modeling example that can give helpful direc- 1062

tion on applying ML explainability in the financial industry 1063

while considering ethics issues. 1064

B. EXPLAINABILITY WITH SHAP 1065

After training the XGBoost model on the dataset, we pro- 1066

ceed with explainability analysis of the model using SHAP. 1067

The results are summarized in Figures 3-4. Both plots display 1068

the feature importance of the dataset, i.e. how each feature 1069

of the dataset impacts the model’s output. As explained 1070

in the SHAP documentation, a single dot on each feature 1071

row in the beeswarm plot represents an explanation for a 1072

given instance of the dataset. The horizontal position of 1073

the dot is determined by the SHAP value of that feature, 1074

while dots are accumulated along each feature row to show 1075

density. Color is used to display the original value of a 1076

feature. 1077

In Fig. 3 we observe that on average the feature Prior 1078

Default has dominant impact on decisions for approving 1079

or rejecting credit card requests. Customers without prior 1080

default are generally favored by the model, while customers 1081

who have defaulted on their credit card payments are gen- 1082

erally disfavored. Another insight is that low income appli- 1083

cants may still be issued credit cards provided that they 1084

had no prior default. On the other hand, applicants with 1085

prior default are less likely to get an approval for the 1086

same income level, meaning that having a prior default is 1087

a very strong indicator for rejecting credit card requests. 1088

Prior Default is followed by Income and Debt as important 1089

features, while employment-related factors as well as age 1090

and education are less relevant when considering credit card 1091

applications. 1092

The beeswarm plot in Fig. 3 shows the density distribution 1093

across all instances of the dataset. Fig. 4 shows a bar plot 1094

obtained from SHAP on the same dataset for the XGBoost 1095

model, showing the global feature importance for the overall 1096

model, defined as the mean absolute value for that feature 1097

across all samples. 1098

The SHAP explainer is also able to create bar plots to 1099

describe local feature importance of individual instances of 1100

the dataset. Fig. 5 represents bar plots for local explainability 1101

of four instances, where each feature is represented by its 1102

SHAP value. Fig. 5a shows how a typical plot looks like for 1103

an instance of the dataset where both the human decision 1104

and XGBoost prediction approved the credit card request. 1105

We notice that most of the features exhibit SHAP values 1106

that contribute strongly in favor of the approval. This is 1107

not a surprise. The selected applicant did not have a prior 1108

default, has income, is currently employed, and has been 1109

employed for 20 years. The education level and age contribute 1110
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negatively, but their impact on the final decision is negligi-1111

ble. An interesting fact is that ethnicity has a slight nega-1112

tive impact even though this contributes only insignificantly.1113

In any case, the SHAP explainer overall accurately captured1114

all relevant factors that contributed positively for the decision,1115

thereby showing alignment between the model prediction and1116

human decision.1117

Fig. 5b is similar to Fig. 5a, but in the other direction.1118

Fig. 5b provides local explanations for an applicant where1119

both the human decision and XGBoost prediction resulted1120

in a rejection. The most important reason for rejecting the1121

applicant’s request for obtaining a credit card is that their1122

track record involves a prior default. Another factor that1123

contributed negatively is the scarce employment history: the1124

applicant is currently not employed and has been in the work-1125

force only for less than half a month. Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b show1126

that the model predictions can be explained and are aligned1127

well with human decisions when there are strong arguments1128

for either approving a credit card request or declining it. As1129

an illustration, a list of selected applicants for which both the1130

human decision and model prediction coincided favorably is1131

given in Fig. A.1a in the Appendix A. Similarly, Fig. A.1b1132

displays data for applicants who were rejected by human1133

decision and model prediction.1134

The instances which exhibit a mismatch between the1135

human decision and XGBoost prediction are even more rel-1136

evant for explainability. They involve interactions among1137

feature values where there is no immediate explanation1138

whether the human decision ormodel prediction is right. Such1139

instances require further analysis to understand the reasons1140

behind a decision or prediction. For example, Fig. 5c shows1141

SHAP values for an applicant whose credit card request was1142

approved by human decision, but the model rejected it. The1143

applicant is labeled by index 101 in Fig. A.1c. Onemay get an1144

immediate impression that the bank correctly approved this1145

request based on the high income and despite disfavorable1146

factors such as prior default, debt, and insufficient employ-1147

ment history. This is actually the applicant with the highest1148

income in the dataset.1149

However, the bank may have also been biased in the deci-1150

sion: the savings could potentially be spent quickly, which1151

invalidates the credit card approval. On the other hand, while1152

the high income was positively rated by the SHAP explainer,1153

XGBoost was very strongly negatively influenced by the prior1154

default, which ultimately determined the model prediction.1155

Based on this discussion and also by looking at the plot1156

and data for this applicant, one may not be able to say1157

with certainty whether the bank or the model made the right1158

decision.1159

As a similar example, Fig. 5d shows a bar plot for local1160

explainability of an applicant whose request was rejected by1161

human decision and approved by the model prediction. The1162

applicant is denoted with the index 166 on Fig. A.1d. One1163

may say that the bank made an incorrect decision and was1164

biased due the insufficient employment history and inexistent1165

income. The SHAP explainer rated highly other factors such1166

as education level, small debt, current employment, and not 1167

having a prior default, which ultimately led the model to an 1168

approval. At first sight, for this particular applicant, it seems 1169

like the model decided correctly, while the bank was biased. 1170

However, there is no strict indication whether this is actually 1171

true. One may also say the bank made the right decision, 1172

while the model was biased. 1173

The examples on Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d show that both 1174

humans and machines could potentially make mistakes 1175

despite using their best judgement based on the available 1176

information. Therefore, it should be emphasized that the 1177

human-machine collaboration is important for making bet- 1178

ter decisions. When a machine is involved in the decision- 1179

making process, it makes the decisions more transparent. 1180

By involving ML models, human experts are able to return 1181

back to the applicant’s case tomake an additional review. This 1182

process could result in better decisions and reduce bias and 1183

mistakes. 1184

C. EXPLAINABILITY WITH RESPONSIBLE AI WIDGETS 1185

The Responsible AI Widgets developed by Microsoft pro- 1186

vide a convenient visual dashboard for identifying cohorts 1187

of data that exhibit a higher error rate compared to over- 1188

all (benchmark) error rate for the entire dataset. The error 1189

analysis in the dashboard can be performed by using two 1190

types of diagrams: i) error heatmaps obtained by selecting 1191

one or two features or ii) a binary decision tree that partitions 1192

the dataset into subgroups for discovering dominant error 1193

patterns. 1194

Fig. 6 shows an error heatmap for two input features: Prior 1195

Default and Age. While various combinations of features can 1196

be selected, we wanted to see how errors are distributed for 1197

different age groups based on having a prior default or not, 1198

given that prior default is the most important feature for the 1199

dataset. As a two-dimensional grid, the heatmap partitions 1200

the dataset into different regions and visualizes how errors 1201

are distributed across the regions for these two features. The 1202

cells with higher errors are visualized with a darker red 1203

color, denoting a higher error disparity with the benchmark 1204

error rate. The analysis of the heatmap view depends on 1205

the understanding how feature importance may affect failure. 1206

The benchmark error rate for the dataset is 12.56%, but the 1207

heatmap reveals that some regions exhibit higher error rates 1208

than others. Credit card applicants of age 38.6 years or less 1209

and age above 53.9 are likely to suffer from model failures. 1210

However, applicants in the age range of 38.6-53.9 with prior 1211

default are more vulnerable than applicants who had no prior 1212

default. 1213

The dashboard provides a data explorer which can be 1214

used to further analyze the cohort and uncover parts that 1215

are underrepresented. Fig. 7 shows how data is distributed 1216

across the feature Age. We notice an imbalance between the 1217

rejected applicants (marked blue) and approved applicants 1218

(marked orange) by the model. Most of the data is concen- 1219

trated for applicants of age 46.3 or less, thereby explaining 1220

why this cohort is more susceptible to model errors. Since 1221
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FIGURE 8. Decision tree approach for discovering patterns of data instances that are most prone to errors. We observe that the model makes more
errors in credit card approvals for the groups of clients with income ≤ 125 who have had no prior defaults, and who are unemployed.

the cohort contains a smaller number of applicants aged1222

46.3 or more, the model exhibits lower error rates for this1223

data region.1224

Error analysis can also be performed using a binary deci-1225

sion tree shown in Fig. 8. The decision tree separates error1226

instances from success instances to simplify the discovery of1227

common failure patterns. The decision tree consists of nodes1228

and branches. The nodes with stronger red color indicate1229

a higher error rate, while the thicker branches indicates a1230

higher error coverage. Even though the overall error rate for1231

the dataset is 12.56%, Fig. 8 shows that for lower income1232

applicants who are not employed and have had no prior1233

default the error rate can be as high as 45.83%, which is much1234

higher than the benchmark.1235

An explanation why this cohort is so vulnerable to failures1236

can be given based on the previous SHAP analysis. Namely,1237

the SHAP explainer identified that Prior Default is the most1238

important feature in the dataset, i.e. having no prior default1239

is a strong contributor for approving a credit card request.1240

On the other hand, being unemployed and having lower1241

income has a negative impact and contributes to declining1242

a request by the ML algorithm. As mentioned previously1243

in the discussion of the SHAP beeswarm plot, low income1244

applicants may still be issued credit cards provided that they1245

had no prior default. It turns out that the positive effect1246

of not having a prior default might be undone by lower1247

income and unemployment, which makes the model more 1248

prone to erroneous decisions. For such applicants, the model 1249

may not render adequate predictions, meaning that a human 1250

expert may need to intervene to make the ultimate deci- 1251

sion. A human may need to assess the situation by looking 1252

closely into other available factors and circumstances con- 1253

cerning the applicant in order to minimize the likelihood of 1254

failures. 1255

It is also possible to perform a what-if analysis. The dash- 1256

board on Fig. 9 provides a way to select an instance, change 1257

values for some of the features, and see what would happen 1258

with the results once the values are changed. Going back to 1259

Fig. 5c, we can use the what-if tool to verify our conclusion 1260

that the model made a mistake not to approve the request for 1261

the applicant with index 101. We can see that if PriorDefault 1262

is changed to 0 (i.e. no prior default), while income is set to 0, 1263

then the model approves the applicant’s request, as shown in 1264

Fig. 9, moving the blue square for instance 101 (declined) to 1265

the red star position (approved). Hence, themodel would have 1266

approved the request if there was no prior default even if the 1267

applicant had no income. This result confirms that the model 1268

prediction is strongly biased by the Prior Default feature for 1269

this applicant. Conversely, the bank made the right decision 1270

to approve the request despite the prior default given that the 1271

income for the applicant is high (this is the applicant with 1272

highest income in the dataset). 1273
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FIGURE 9. Using the what-if tool to understand the model and compare real data points with hypothetical ones obtained by modifying selected
feature values. As an example, we change the prior default to no default, and the income status to no income for customer 101. These changes
contribute to model-based decision change from ‘‘declined’’ to ‘‘approved’’ credit card application.

VIII. BENEFITS OF RESPONSIBLE ML IN ADDRESSING1274

ETHICAL CHALLENGES IN FINTECH1275

In this section, we generalize our findings obtained from1276

the previously presented use case scenario in which we1277

demonstrated the application of tools for responsible ML in1278

diagnosing credit card approval predictions. We utilize the1279

ideas of error analysis, diagnosis and visualization techniques1280

to give a conceptual framework for addressing the previously1281

outlined ethical issues in fintech.1282

A. ADDRESSING BIASED DATA, ACCURACY AND1283

TRANSPARENCY1284

The main ethical issues concerning bias are related to the use1285

of representative data, defining impartial criteria to identify1286

relevant data sources, and the ability to verify bias itself. With1287

the use of tools for responsible ML, it is possible to check1288

if the collected data is sufficiently rich with representative1289

examples so that they are uniformly distributed across dif-1290

ferent cohorts of data. This makes it easy to check that one1291

cohort is not favored over another within the dataset. As a1292

result, the verification of impartial criteria and relevant data1293

sources becomes viable. A related issue in this direction is1294

checking the bias. While this activity will still involve human1295

intervention, the tools are capable of making the process well1296

defined and streamlined to minimize human intervention.1297

Moreover, such tools automate the process, meaning that1298

they can handle large volumes of data in a consolidated way.1299

Another benefit is that they provide visualization dashboards1300

that are easy to use and can help even the non-specialist to1301

gauge the quality of data, its sufficiency and unbiasedness,1302

thereby minimizing the need to consult with subject matter1303

experts.1304

Concerning accuracy, the requirements consist of identi- 1305

fying the need to adjust or improve existing models, and 1306

verify whether better models are required for the particular 1307

problem. In both cases, the goal is to achieve accuracy that is 1308

commensurate with the problem domain at hand. Using the 1309

proposed tools, we can examine the entire dataset and obtain 1310

separate accuracies for different data regions rather than using 1311

an overall single-valued accuracy, which is an insufficient 1312

measure for accuracy in many use cases. The benefit of this 1313

approach is twofold. Firstly, it provides information whether 1314

a model performs well and demonstrates no discrepancies 1315

for various partitions of the data. In case the model does 1316

not perform satisfactorily, this approach gives insights into 1317

the problematic partitions, the reasons they fail, and offers 1318

a solution for adjusting or improving the existing model to 1319

meet the benchmark performance for the problematic regions. 1320

By observing the multi-dimensional aspects of accuracy, 1321

developers could obtain insights into the initial hypotheses 1322

to help them understand the most important features that 1323

contribute to the failures. Secondly, it will help developers 1324

compare performance among differentMLmodels to identify 1325

the most suitable model. As a result, the analysis will ensure 1326

that the accuracy achieved is consistent across the dataset 1327

and that it is appropriate to the problem domain tackled 1328

by a given fintech service. This will enable faster due dili- 1329

gence of ML models, reduced efforts for model testing and 1330

evaluation, and increased customer confidence in the model 1331

optimality. 1332

Finally, the problem with the lack of transparency could be 1333

effectively solved as a side effect of applying responsible ML 1334

tools since model transparency and interpretability are main 1335

priorities. Even when models with complex inner-workings 1336
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are used such as deep learning models, an ML system can1337

be easily and transparently gauged for precision with such1338

a consolidated error analysis, thereby assessing fintech ser-1339

vices and financial risks in a way that is methodologically1340

sound. Furthermore, such approach will make the process1341

transparent not only for finance professionals when rendering1342

services to customers but also for financial regulators. This1343

approach will give important compliance and risk manage-1344

ment perspectives for ensuring fairness for financial institu-1345

tions and individuals.1346

B. ADDRESSING DISCRIMINATION, DIFFERENTIAL1347

PRICING AND MANIPULATED RECOMMENDATIONS1348

An essential requirement for preventing discrimination in the1349

financial services industry is equitable treatment of various1350

groups across the population and, in particular, eliminating1351

unfair practices against groups that have historically been1352

known for suffering from discrimination based on factors1353

such as race, political or religious beliefs, sexual orientation,1354

health problems or low income. One of the risks associated1355

with discrimination is that ML models may inadvertently1356

adjust the learning strategy to favor certain groups when1357

making financial decisions. As a consequence, bias is further1358

exacerbated which can lead to situations where certain groups1359

may receive a better treatment in services such as credit1360

scores, lending decisions, or price discounts compared to1361

other groups. If an ML model is used, for example, to make1362

a decision whether a person should be granted a loan or1363

not, the positive or negative outcome of such a decision1364

should be equitably and fairly justified. The process should1365

be transparent and interpretable. This will be achieved if,1366

upon customer request, providers of financial services are1367

capable of providing proper documentation that justifies their1368

decisions. The documentation implicitly assumes that the1369

models should be verified upfront with error analysis as1370

discussed in the previous subsection. The resulting effect is1371

reducing discrimination, increasing customer trust, and pro-1372

viding auditable documentation for both legislators and regu-1373

latory bodies. Visualizing results for the applied ML models1374

helps achieve these requirements to minimize or eliminate1375

discrimination.1376

On the other hand, an ML model may learn a strategy for1377

differential pricing based on factors that do not contribute1378

to the value proposition of the rendered financial service.1379

Increasing profits is one possible criterion for learning such a1380

strategy. Differential pricing may give rise to ethical prob-1381

lems, through differential profit calculations. For example,1382

different groups of customers may be charged varying rates1383

based on factors such as race, ethnicity, religion, zip code,1384

or basically anything else that does not in principle affect the1385

intrinsic value of the financial service itself. The question1386

is how to mitigate the problem. While it might be chal-1387

lenging for customers, especially in the online environment1388

to verify the existence of differential pricing, the visualiza-1389

tion capabilities of the responsible ML tools can serve as1390

a safeguard against unfair pricing practices that may cause 1391

ethical consequences. Such methodology will enable legis- 1392

lators and regulators to audit pricing policies by examining 1393

ML models with visualization toolkits. In addition, financial 1394

services providers can keep logs of historical pricing for 1395

proving the consistency of pricing strategies with ethical 1396

requirements. 1397

Along with bias, manipulated recommendations represent 1398

a related ethical problem that negatively impacts ML-based 1399

financial services. Manipulated recommendations refer to 1400

practices of tailoring ML models intentionally by purpose- 1401

fully injecting bias, hampering the objectivity of the model. 1402

Such bias hampers the objectivity of the model. For example, 1403

if the model is not objective, preference may be given to 1404

certain cohorts of input data at the expense of others. This can 1405

lead to giving biased advise to customers without sufficient 1406

evidence whether the actions are justified, possibly leading 1407

to financial loss. To prevent such consequences, it must be 1408

clear what dataset is used when making financial decisions 1409

to ensure that no specific subset of input data is preferred. 1410

In addition, as the dataset expands throughout time, dataset 1411

versioning is another important prerequisite for auditing pur- 1412

poses. Error analysis across various features of the dataset 1413

can identify problematic data regions that can contribute 1414

to inaccurate predictions. Transparently presenting the data 1415

sources and dataset itself together with the use of these tools 1416

can help recognize whether certain regions of the input data 1417

exhibit deviations from the rest of the data. This ensures 1418

interpretability of the justifications for the recommendations 1419

when rendering a specific financial service. 1420

C. ADDRESSING CONFLICT OF INTEREST, REPORTING 1421

UNETHICAL ACTIVITIES AND PRESERVING 1422

CODES OF CONDUCT 1423

Disclosing conflict of interest for financial services profes- 1424

sionals means not only giving honest and accurate recom- 1425

mendations to their clients but also disclosing any interest 1426

that may contradict the interests of the clients. While there 1427

is a personal element involved in such dealings on the part 1428

of the financial services professionals, fintech services based 1429

on ML have the potential of making the advising process 1430

transparent. Performing error analysis of various regions of 1431

data and checking when and how certain regions fail against 1432

the chosen metrics, clients have an opportunity to verify if the 1433

analysis evidence matches the recommendations given by the 1434

fintech professional. The benefits are mutual for both sides 1435

as it increases trust and reduces risks related to conflict of 1436

interest. 1437

Reporting unethical activities is another concern that is 1438

streamlined with responsible ML approaches. Responsible 1439

ML helps discover and report deficiencies in ML models 1440

that can lead to unethical behavior. Using error analysis, the 1441

responsibility for reporting unethical activities is no longer 1442

constrained only to an individual, but rather expands to ML 1443

teams that deploy models for use in fintech services. Having 1444

involved multiple professionals to work on the ML models 1445
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reduces to a larger degree the risks associated with unethical1446

behavior.1447

Lastly, transparency and explainability help regulatory1448

agencies validate proper operation of fintech services based1449

on ML models, thereby protecting interests of participants in1450

the financial market and ensuring the codes of conduct are1451

not violated.1452

D. ADDRESSING INSIDER TRADING, DATA PROTECTION1453

AND LACK OF SKILLED STAFF1454

The tools for responsible ML could be used to develop moni-1455

toring systems to detect patterns that could alert regulators to1456

investigate for potential fraud. The use of these tools could1457

provide two major benefits in tackling the unfair practice1458

of insider trading. Firstly, there is transparency of the input1459

data used. This applies to both historical datasets used for1460

training of ML models as well as live data streams fed into1461

MLalgorithms for the purpose of real-time deployment work-1462

flows. Secondly, with the use of such tools, the developers1463

and users of the ML systems have the ability to continuously1464

monitor the system performance, and to inspect potential1465

risks of insider trading by AI-based monitoring of trading1466

patterns or detecting unusual activities in securities trading.1467

This allows monitoring of suspicious activities in real-time1468

and efficiently detecting potential reasons for incorrect model1469

behavior.1470

Data protection is a concern of systems based on infor-1471

mation technology. Fintech is no exception. The additional1472

challenge in fintech is to ensure data protection when per-1473

sonal data is analyzed using ML models for purposes of1474

customer profiling. In those cases, ML models need to1475

meet the regulatory framework of relevant data protection1476

laws since customers may not understand how their data is1477

being processed or may not be able to express their con-1478

cerns or contest the decisions being made by ML algorithms1479

[127], [128]. For example, articles 13-15 of Europe’s new1480

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) give rights to1481

individuals to receive ‘‘meaningful information about the1482

logic involved’’ in automated decision making, which is1483

basically a right of individuals to obtain an explanation how1484

ML models process their data [129].1485

In concordance with GDPR, responsible ML will actually1486

help reduce personal data usage concerns and increase the1487

trustworthiness of the decisions obtained by ML systems.1488

In addition, the examples of handling personal data in fields1489

such as healthcare can be used to improve data protection1490

in the emerging field of fintech [20]. Personal data can be1491

further protected usingmodern techniques such as differential1492

privacy to prevent leakage of datasets used for ML model1493

training [130].1494

The explainability and interpretability of ML models1495

will significantly aid specialists in the financial industry.1496

ML experts are needed to develop the models and collabora-1497

tively work with finance specialists to help them analyze and1498

use the results obtained by the models. In essence, financial1499

services professionals will not need to know the sophisticated1500

innerworkings of the ML models; they will have the correct 1501

error analysis and visualization toolset available to interpret 1502

results of ML models to take appropriate actions. Once the 1503

needed infrastructure forMLmodel analysis is in place, it will 1504

be very helpful for financial services companies to utilize 1505

the models for sophisticated financial analysis. As a result, 1506

the firms in the financial services industry will significantly 1507

increase the overall readiness and ability of their workforce 1508

to embrace machine learning. 1509

IX. CONCLUSION 1510

Machine learning is revolutionizing many economic sectors, 1511

including finance. Several global surveys with financial insti- 1512

tutions reveal ample evidence that ML is poised to become 1513

the backbone of the financial industry in the near future. 1514

ML algorithms could enhance financial services and clients’ 1515

value by harnessing the potential of large-scale automation 1516

that leads to significant cost savings. Despite the predicted 1517

positive impact for businesses, there is a range of ethical 1518

challenges in fintech that affect not only customers of fintech 1519

services but also financial institutions. To address these chal- 1520

lenges, we performed mapping between ethical principles of 1521

finance and ethical principles of ML to reveal which tradi- 1522

tional finance ethical principles have the most substantial cor- 1523

respondence to ML principles. The mapping outcome shows 1524

that traditional finance principles of integrity and fairness 1525

have themost significant overlap acrossML ethics principles. 1526

Additionally, the ML ethics principles of human-centered 1527

values and fairness, as well as transparency and explainabil- 1528

ity, show the most considerable overlap with the traditional 1529

finance ethics principles. We study the correspondence of the 1530

conventional finance and ML ethics principles to merge the 1531

advantages of ML-based decision-making, such as cost and 1532

time savings, with the traditional finance decision-making 1533

based only on human-based criteria. This result confirms the 1534

importance of integrity and fairness as essential principles in 1535

finance ethics. 1536

The paper presents a conceptual framework to identify 1537

and address challenges in financial decision-making such 1538

as bias, discrimination, differential pricing, conflict of inter- 1539

est, or data protection. The main objective of the mapping 1540

between finance and ML ethics is to identify the most critical 1541

criteria for handling ethical challenges in ML-based fintech 1542

applications. We rely on experts’ opinions to evaluate the 1543

mapping between finance and ML ethics to assess these 1544

relationships. The application of the proposed framework is 1545

presented through a practical use case of creating an ML 1546

model for approving credit card requests. We showed how 1547

to develop a predictive model using state-of-the-art ML algo- 1548

rithms and explainable ML tools like SHAP and Microsoft 1549

Responsible AI Widgets. The application of explainability 1550

methods enhances model transparency and helps diagnose if 1551

models used in fintech settings suffer from inconsistencies 1552

that can cause ethical issues. Finally, we present a conceptual 1553

framework for using this approach to solve ethical challenges 1554

in ML applications for fintech. 1555
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APPENDIX A

FIGURE A.1. Lists of applicants from the dataset: (a) approved by human decision and model prediction, (b) rejected by human decision and model
prediction, (c) approved by human decision and rejected by model, (d) rejected by human decision and approved by model. Selected applications
are used in Fig. 5 for our local explainability analysis with SHAP.
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FIGURE A.2. We present the strength of the mapping between pairs of principles (traditional finance ethics and ML ethics) based on NLP methods
using long (LD) and short (SD) definitions and human experts’ assignments (HA). The intensity of the color represents the level of overlapping
between the principles, which can be strong (S), moderate (M) or weak (W).
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